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Two-hour Postdose Level of Cyclosporine Monitoring of
Solid Organ Transplant Patients

Behzad Einollahi

Dear Editor,
I read with great interest the article, “Cyclosporine
level at the second hour in pediatric hematopoietic
stem cell transplant patients” by Balci and
associates.1 This retrospective study focused its
message on whether the second hour (C2) of blood
level monitoring in pediatric hematopoietic stem cell
transplant recipients should be done routinely. They
concluded that in pediatric hematopoietic stem cell
transplant patients, measurement of C2 levels as a
standard practice did not offer any advantage over
cyclosporine trough level (C0) monitoring; however,
C2 blood level monitoring could be useful in select
recipients with an increased risk of nephrotoxicity, or
in states where a better estimation of gastrointestinal
absorption is required. 

Although cyclosporine is used widely after a solid
organ transplant over the long term, there is still no
firm consensus on the best way to monitor
cyclosporine in the blood.2 A narrow therapeutic
blood level of cyclosporine has led to monitoring its
blood concentration. Cyclosporine pharmacokinetics
has interindividual and intraindividual variability,
and pediatric recipients require larger dosages than
adults owing to variations in biological maturation.3

Contributing factors in pediatric recipients is the
variation of cyclosporine bioavailability through the
intestinal length, metabolism in the gut, type of
organ transplant, and transplant duration.4 In
addition, trough levels of cyclosporine are
significantly lower in the evening (C12) than in the
morning (C0), which indicates that there is circadian
variation in metabolism of this drug.5

I agree that C2 blood levels are significantly
correlated with blood creatinine values, as seen in
this study,1 as well as in our previous study of 236
pediatric renal transplant recipients.6 However, Cole
and associates reported no correlation between C2
and serum creatinine.7

Although Balci and associates1 revealed a
significantly lower level of C2 in younger patients,
no significant correlation was seen between C2 blood
level and age of pediatric renal transplant recipients.7

Despite the fact that systemic clearance is relatively
higher in children than it is in adults, there is no
difference in volume of distribution of cyclosporine
between pediatric and adult transplant recipients.4, 8

Balci and associates1 found no statistically significant
relation between sex and C0 and C2 levels, although
C0 levels of the girls (170 ng/mL) were higher than
those of the boys (146 ng/mL); however, we showed
that C0 level was higher in boys than in girls 
(P = .000), but this difference was not seen for the C2
level among the sexes (P = .3).7 P-glycoprotein, a
transmembrane transporter, is present in the
endothelium of several tissues, such as the brain,
lung, and kidney. It transports immunosuppressant
drugs such as cyclosporine, tacrolimus, and
sirolimus. In women, P-glycoprotein is expressed 
less so than it is in men. This could explain the sex-
related differences in the pharmacokinetics of
immunosuppressant drugs.9

I agree that C2 blood level assay has priority over
cyclosporine trough (C0) level monitoring; however,
despite the general belief that it is the most-sensitive
marker for the area under the curve of the drug, and
it has been planned as a more-convenient method for
pharmacokinetic monitoring than C0 assay,10, 11 in
clinical practice, therapeutic drug monitoring of
cyclosporine with C0 blood levels continues to be
used routinely, mainly because it is easier. In fact, C2
blood level measurement requires a second blood
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sample; thus, 2 blood samples must be taken from
each patient, and this can cause noncompliance
problems, especially owing to interrupted work time
during the day. On the other hand, precise timing of
blood samples for C2 values is crucial. Consensus
guidelines suggest there is a 10-minute “window of
opportunity” before and after the 2-hour point when
samples should be taken.12
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